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•• ABSTRACT 
, -

The tech~iques of cha~ged particle ,spectroscopy were utilized tin studying 

136 low-lying states of .La. Two proton transfer reactions were carried out 

'on isotopically enriched targets of 135Ba . Sixty-four energy levels of l36La 

. ' .' 135 3 13'6 
wer~ observed up to an excitation of 1.8 MeV from Ba( He,d) La a~d~ 

13Saa (o, t) 136La react'ions. Two ~ethods were used to determine the f.-values 
, 

for 'some of th~ states whose .cross":"sections could easily be obtained. One of 

3 - ' 
the methods was to utilize the ratio of ( He,d) and (a,t) cross-section as an 

" ' 

indicator of £-values.o The 1-values were also obtained from the angular dis-

tribu~ion of the cross-sections of some of the multi~lets • 
. 

'.The fore hand knowledge of the spin of the~round state made it possible 

to immediately assign spins to the first t~o excited states. Spins have also 

been assigned tentatively to a few other states using tn'e 2J+1 rule. 

~ 
, 134 135 In the process of this work, the relati:re Q-va1ues ,for the Ba(a,t) l.a, 

135 136 136 137' . '-. . a(a,t) La and. Ba(a,t) La reactions were also measured. ·~e results 
~' 

show that the presently accepted proton separation energies for ~ese 1anth~num 
. . ~ 

isotopes are considerably in error. 
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. 
Introduc tion 

,Th~ microscopic models of nuclear' structure as~ume that all the nuclei 

are composed of neutrons and protons, and the 'properties 6f the nuclei can 

only be, understo?d in terms of the interactions between nucleons. To under-·r-
, 

stand the nuclear structure o~e attempts 'to represent these intet;-nucleon 
4J' 

int~ractions.by a potential. In spite of the ,intensive work done in the field 
, . 

of nuclear' forces, almos t nothing is known about the strength of the three-
. .. 

body _or many-b,ody -components of nuclear forces' except that they are weak. 
. r . 

Bethe (1953) estirated tha~ In the ,previous 25 years. ,more man-hours of 

work had been ?evoted to the problem of nuclear force than to any other 

scientific problem in the history of mankind •. EVen until t~e ear~y sixties 

much confusion and conflict existea in the nature of nuclear force. 

.. 

Since t~en. con~ider~bl~ success has been achieved in obtaining an av~rage 

potential on which a nuclear structure model can be based. One of the most 

popular models is called the shell model. The concept of the shell model bas 

been borrowed from atomic physics and carried over into nuclear physics. At 

present this model has 8 phenomenal success in explaining and predicting a 

v(st amount of nuclear data. 

This work is a humble attempt in investigating certain aspects of. the 

136 nucleus La in the guiding light of the shell model. l,36L h a as 57 protons 

and 79 neutrons. it is an odd~dd nucleus. Within the fram~wol."k of the shell 

model one would attempt to S'tudy the interactions between' the (Z-50) protons 

n and (N-82) neutrons, i.e. 7 protons and 3 neutron holes. ~This,is a rather 

complex system with a natural~alf-life of approximately 9 ~inutes. In spite 

of the fact that in the last decade or so) a considerable amount of work has 
I ' 

. 136-
been done on odd-odd nuclei in this mass region) no studies of La have been 

138 made. Islam (1975) has studied the low.lying levels of La and improved on! 

... 
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pre-existiqg experimentAl data of other researchers. The fundamental , 

d~fference between the structures of the two nuclei is"the number of the 

',':-1 138 . 
valence neutron holes. In the case of La there is only one hole which can 

, . , 136 
be in 2d3/~ and 3s1/ 2 orbits, whereas in La there are three holes to be 

aCcommodated in the same most likely orbits. The nature of this interaction 
. 

petween these holes ~nd the seven protons beyond the ,shell closure at 50 
.. , ( '\I 

would be manifested in terms of.the energy levels with definite spins and, 

,parities. It is ~xpected that 136La is a spheri~af nucleus and,he·ce) the 
• .,i 

~ shell moqel can successfully describe the lo~-lying states in a re tively 
.. 

small configuration space . 
• 

The s-tudy of odd:-odd nuclei is considerably more difficult than other 
, 

.' nuclei. ~xperimentally, there are sevl7r~l reasons. _ Often 'the:. lI!ass f a 

" 'particular odd-odd nucleus is greater than that of both its ne~ghbouring 
v 

... 
even-even isobars, wh~ch makes it impossible to 6b~erve levels in the odd-odd 

nucleus by y-ray and~ -ray spect~oscopy of the radioactive decay. In situa-
I!. ...... , 

, . 
'tions where levels in an odd-odd nucleus can be populated by beta decay the 

.,.:J' ; , 

daugb~er nucleus itself is often unstable; this demands stringent experimentai 
, , 

technj.,ql;1es • '" Also, the deeay occurs from zer~ spip and positive parity. ther~-

for~; only states with small spins will be observed: 

The reaction spectrosqopy lets us observe more stales in odd~odd, nuclei 
'Co 

'but in our'ma§s r~gion the densitY,cf levels is very high. Also) the. 

~esolut:ion·,is much poorer than in 'gamma-ray studies. 
, ... 

The simple~ pbenomepological models d? not des~ribe the low~energy spectra 

adequately. The nature of the n,eutron-pr,oton residual interaction strongly 

affects th'~ 

~ 

to 
ordering of the levels ~n the multiplets which arise from a specific 

, • ~'C' , ' ' .. 

neutron and p~~~on configuration; This very effect of the resid~al interaction 
, , 

136" '" 
m~kes the study of " }..8" ~-important.f The detailed level struc.ture gives .the 

I • 
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... 
informat~on about the interaction. 

In this present work the charged PClrticle spec troscopy technique was 'used 
, or 

to get the information about the low-lying levels. The proton transfer reactions 

~- 3 . 135 
were carried out using He and 0 beams of 24 and 27 MeV, respectively, on Ba 

targets. The ground s ta te 
" + 

spin and parity of the target nucleus is 3/2 which 

is due to the neutron hole in the 2d
J

/ 2 orbit. 
135 3 116 The proton in Ba( He,d) La 

135 '136 
and BaCo,t) La reactions. can be transferred to the 2d

S
/ 2 or 197/2 state. The 

shell model systematics of the neighbouring nuclei sugges't that the low-lying 

states of ~36La would be due to, the coupling of the neutron hole in 2d
3

/
2 

or 

3s1/ 2 to the tr'ansferred proton in 2d
S

/
2 

or 197 Ii' At higher excitations the 

group of neg~tive parity states arising from the coupling of the d
3

/ 2 neutron 

hole to a pro~on in hll/2 have been identified. The first negative parity 

136 
state in La Mas found to be at an ex~itation of 1005 keV which 'is the same 

137 location of state iq La. Further compariso~s with other neighbouring nuclei 

136 • 
would indicate that La does conform to the norms of shell models. 

Chapter I contain's ~he theoret~ound pertinent to the clear com

prehension of the present work. The main purpose of Chapter I was not only to 
,r? 

discuss basic theoty, but also to show the underlying approximations and 

assumptions which are crucial to the interpretation of the results. In 

• 
Chapter II the details of experimental technique and the results are presented. 

Interpretation follqws in Chapter III. 

, 
1-
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Chapter, I 

I 
THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES· IN NUCLEAR'PHYSlCS 

1.1 A Brief Historical Sketch 

The studies in so-called modern Physics started very late in tHe 

nineteenth century. The discovery of continuous x-rays by Roentgen, 1895, 
, -....... 

created extreme interest among the physicists and prepared the ground for 

Becquerel's observation in 1896 of 'the radio-activit~of ~ranium. Within 
, 

a year the electron was identified as a fundamental particle by J.J. Thom~on,. 

followed by the discovery of po1oni~'and radium as new radioactive elements 
\ 

by Pierre and Marie Curie. At the turn of the century two important events 

took place: Ernest Rutherford observed the exponential decay of thoron gas 

and Max Planck put forward his quantum hypothesis. In 1903 RutherLord and 
f , 

Soddy proposed the transforma~ion theory of alpha- and beta-decay. 

In 1908 Rutherford and Geiger were able to measure the charge of the 

a-particle to be twice that of the electron and the following year Rutherford 
. 

and Royds identified it to be a helium ion by detecting the helium gas 

evolved from radon. Marsden and Geiger carried out a-particle'scattering 
. . 

experiments of paramount importance 1 •• which ,led Rutherford to postulate the 

nuclear atom in 1911. ' Neils Bohr worked out the theory of the nuclear-atom 

model which solved many problems in atomic spectroscopy. In the same year 

i.e. 1913, Moseley derived the atomic numbers Z from the characteristic 
, 

x-ray spectra. In 1914 Rutherford and Robinson found the mass of 

a-particle to be four times the proton mass. 

In later yea~s Rutherford, Marsden and others observed the first nuclear 

reaction initiated by a-particle. Within these twenty-five ye~rs so many 
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experimental discoveries were made, that obviously the next phase was the 

,era of great theoretical advan~eroent consolidated by ~he experimen~alists. 
-,t , ,'~ I 

r 
De Broglie proposed the ;heory of matter waves in 192\4; two years later 

,Schrodinger evolved his'\l:wave equ,ation. In 192} Gerner., Davisson and 

G.P. Thompson observed the diffraction of elect~ons. I In the same year 

He'isenberg proposed his celebrat~d unbestionntheits prinzie. The following 

ye,a.r Camow. Gurney and Condon published the Theory of Potential Barrier 

Penetration, the fact that quantum mechanics allowed a barrier to be 

penetrated led to a phase of remarkable progress in devising artificial 

means of accelerating sub-atomic .. particle~. The cyclotron of Lawrence and 
• I" 

the electrostatic accelerator of Van de Craaff were devised in 1932. In , 
. 

the same year~ two very important events took place; Cockroft and Walton 

observed the first artificially induced nuclear reac~ion ~nd Chadwick 

identified the neutron. Tremendeus technological development took pln~e 
'1 

which made vacuum pumps~ eiectronic counters and new and sophisticated 

detecting devices available. 

1.2 Shell Model and Nuclear Structure 

·For atoms a planetary picture existed e.g. our solar system, with the 

sun being the center or one of the focli of the circular or elliptical 

orbits of the planets revolving around it. The idea of nuclear matter was 

realized by H~~~nberg and Majorana in their first papers of n4clear 

structure. In 1933, M~jorana says: "One finds at the center of t,he atom 
r 

a sort of matter which h~s th~ same property of uniform density as ordinary 

matter." 

The most significant and fascinating property of finite nuclei is the 

fact that their radii are proportional to the cube ropt of their masses: 
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R = ro Al/3,~ being th0 constant of propo~tionality. Probably this 

relation was suggested by Gamow! 

The first'neutron-proton nuclear model was propose~ by Iwanenko and 

Heisenberg. In 1932 Bartlett made the first suggestion of neutron-proton 

shell structure analogous to the e1ectron shells of the atoms and two years 

later Gamow (1934) observed that the plot of (A-Z)/Z against A for stable 

nuclei has the form of a band with a somewhat irregular perioditi~y and 

suggested a correlation between the windings and a possible shell structure. 

Magic dumbers ZQ 50, 82 and 126 were observed by Elsasser (1934). H~ 

pu~lished a paper and showed that thes~numbers can be correlated with 

closed shells in a model of non-interacting nucleons occupytbg the energy . . . 
levels generated by a potential well with a central elevation called wine-

bottle potential. 

The concept of shell structure was overshadowed by the concomitant 

development of important ideas on charge-independent nuclear forces. 
Q 

However, in many calculations nuclear wave functions constructed from 

determinanti of single-particle o~bitals were used which suggested the 

ad~ittance of shell structure. These calculations and exp,erimental evidence 

suggested the inclusion of"Z and N~2, 8 and 20 among the ~gic numbers, 

Breit, Inglis and Dancoff, and Furry attempted to include spin-orbit 

coupling in the then-existing shell model. In the same period another • 
remarkable and simple approach to nuclear structure was de~eloped from the 

possibility of considering the ~-particle as a unit in the sttucture of 

4 12 16 
light nuclides such as He, G~ 0, etc. 

The idea of a. ,compund nucleus (proposed by N. Bohr) and resonance for-
" 

malism had overwh~lming success in the field of nuclear reactions. As an 

unfortunate co~equence the relevant work on shell structure practically 
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stopped. ." For a decade or so the shell model fell into oblivion. Then 
If) 

after World War II a review by Mayer (1949) revived the interest in shell 

structure. In 1949. the magic numbers were explained independently in 

terms of single-particle orbits by Maye~ (1949) and Jensen (1949). The 

crucial point was the inclusion of spin-orbit forces which are essential 

for a~ understanding of the closed shells at magic numbers 50. 82 and 126. 

Obviously. to .understand the structure of complex nuclei one must 

resort to approximations. such as to assume that from the standpoint of 

any nucleon t the forces exerted on it by all the other nucleons in the 

nucleus can be represented by a potential well or shell theory potential. 

There were some conceptual problems in accepting the fact that nucleons 

travel in orbits without colliding with each other in spite of the exis-

tence of stro~ forces acting between them: Brueckner and collaborators 

succeeded in developing appr~xlmate solutions to the many-body problem. , 
~ 

The explanat~on can only be due to the fact that a nucleus is not a clas-

sical, system where numerous nucleons confined to such a small space moving 

with high velocity would have endless number~of collisions. But it is 

a quantum system in whtch the nucleons are restricted to a very few 

allowed orbits. The further restriction from the Pauli exclusion principle 

severely limits the possibilities for collisions. 

In a nuclear shell model attempts are made to explain shell closure 

property and predict electromagnetic and nuclear groud-state properties of 

the nucleus in terms of the uncorrelated motion of simple particles in the 

given mean potential. 

l-

As mentioned earlier to explain the magic numbers 28 t SOt 82 and 126 t 

a spin-orbit potential is added to the centrally symmetric potential which 

causes the split~ing of j '" t:t 1/2 levels. l-lith the introduction of the 
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j the spin-orbit force, the model has been very succ~ss[ul in pre 

the ground state spins of a large number of odd-A nuclei. Pauli's 
to .. 

p:inc1ire dictates ~hat each orbit can contain ,a maximum number of 

protons and 2j + t neutrons eaah with a different m quantum number. 

pair of like nucleons couple their j-values ~o give a total of zero i.e. 

the angular momentum is determined by the last lInpaired nucleon. An 

evident consequence is that all even-even nuclei should have ground state 
.. 

spin zero, which is indeed the case. The shell model is not equipped to 

make predictions concerning the odd-odd nuclei sloc€" the model does not 

describe how the last neutron and the proton.couple their j's. Th,1s 
p 

extreme single particle model cannot be truly realistic, but it does lead 

to the conclusion that a closed shell forms an inert core and the proper-

ties of a nucleus are attributed to the extra-core nucleons. An equi~alent 

'situation exists when, instead of a nucleon beyond a closed shell, there 
., 

is a hole, i.e. a deficiency of a nucleon in a closed shell. Racah (1942) 

studied the hole-nucleon interaction by utilising the techniques of tensor 

algebra. Pandya (1956) used an alternate approach (or the jj-coupling casp 

which is based on ~he property that the coefficients of fractional par en-

tage connecting the states of one- and two-hole systems have a particularly 

si~ple analytical form. 
~ir'" 

From this approach' the energy levels 0 f a 

particle-hole system can directly be obtained in ter~s of the energy levels 

of the corresponding particle-particle system. This theorem can be applied 

to any pairs of odd-odd nuclei consisting of nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-

hole systems as long as the validity of the j-j coupling is re~sonably 

assured and experimental values of the energy levels arc available. 

The understanding of the structure of nuclei includes all aspects of 
~ ~~ , 

the dynamics df intra-nuclear nucleons: the energies binding them to each 

( 
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other J the' Coulomb forces (in cases of p~t:f'>ns)., their momen ta and the " 
---."" 

" ' correlation between them. The true ~otal wave function of the nucleus ~ 

eQntalns the complete descriPtio~ of nuclear'str~ctur:, ' B~t it would b~~ 
a formidable ,task to deter'mine the behavio:ur' of all the degrees of freed~m 
~ J ' 

of a dynamiCa~ syste~ such as a moderately heavy nucleus. Therefore, one 
. ' ~ 

must resort to approximations and a su~ptions. One of the assumptions is 

that the many-body interactions are atively weak and only two-body 

system, consisting of t e kinetic energy operator and the inter-nucleon 

potentra~ V
ij 

which in turn is used to calculate the wave-functions f~r 
,-

each nucleon. The many-body eigenfunctions are represente~by the anti-

the 

symmetrized product of single particle_wave~functlons of the Hartree-Fock . 

potential. , The Hartree-Fock method is a syste~tic method of see~ing 

appro,ximate solutions t;o the many-body problem, As, far as the nucleus is 

concerned the nature of two-body interactions is sueh that even with the 

ratber drastic assumptions underlying the HF method. the problem is still . 
very difficult. Therefore. further' approximations are made and various 

types of HF calculations are being carried out by different ~roups. The 

self-consistent symmetries of the HF solution are such that iJ once they 

are prE:!sent at any stage of interaction they,remain so thr.oughout all 

subsequent interactions. These symmetry properties can be imposed on the 

HF wave~functlon by introducing'external constraints. A typical constraint 

is the inert core which is assumed to be invariant under the variations 

implicit in the HF ~ethod. If this~is the case th~~ the self-consistency 

problem need be solved oItly ror the "loose" or extra-c,0re nucleons. 

, The main justification of all assumptions is that they make the calcu-

lations very much easier and faster. But to obtain a better microscopic 

\ 
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agreement between the theory and the experiment one is forced to consider 
~/' 

the presence of a suitable residyal interaction betwe~n loose nucleons. 
, 

The problem of many strongly interacting particles is very difficult and 

a simplified model is not expected to render a complete description of 

the nuclear phenomena. The use of a simple schema~ic interaction permits 

a simple and fruitful search for new phenomena in the nuclear,structure 

and understanding of qualitative features of nuclear states, but no ,. 

.-/. detailed quan~itative description can be expected. There ar,e mbre sophis-

/ 
/ 

ti~ated theories where so many assumptions are made that it is impossible 

to make any predictions. 
, , 

Green and Moszkowski (1965) introduced "a very simple interaction -
. 

it is a generalization of a pairing force. The calculations of Brueckner 

and '~ollabo'rators suggested that the pairing energy would be of the order 

of 100 keY in the nuclear matter. But the empirical pair~ng energies 

(1-2 MeV) are due to interactions at th,--. ...... ,_~ear surface. Therefore t they 

drew the conclusion that most o{ the eractions take.place at the nuclear 

surface i.e. the nucleons move indepen~e,tly inside the nuclear interior 

and collide only when they are on the nuclear surface. The kind of agree-
, 

ment one obtains with experiment, at least in some cases. is~of the same 

o~s that which results when a much more realistic interaction is used 

_~Iamad~JOhnston) instead of the so-called surface delta interaction (SDI). 

Hence it can be asserted that SOl contains some of the essential features 

o the' shell-model calculat!ons. Therefore J qne is justified in using s'uch 

a simple two-body interaction to study the shell-model techniques. This 

interaction is defined as , 

VSD1 ' (ij) .. - 41TAT 6(0ij) 6(~(rj-~) 

where ~ij is, the angular coordinate between the interacting particles i 

) 
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and j and R is the nuclear radius. ~ A AO or ~1 for T:O or T~l, where 

T=l is the iso~pin state in which two protons or two neutrons can,only 

interact, but a neutron-proton pair can be formed in both the isospin 

states, T-l and T=O. Therefore~ Al and AO are the only parameters that 

enter the expression of the two-body matrix elements. 

The strengths Al and AO are determined, from shell-model ~alculations 

for tne theoretical energies, in such a way that the ~est lit of the 

calculated energies to the empirical ones renders the suitable values for , 

AO and AI' The application of SDr met with consid~rable'success in 

describing the properties of the odd-even and the even~even nuclei (Green 

and Mosz~owskil 1965). 
, 

, ~ I 
Glaudemans, Brussaard and Wi1denthal (1967) mOdified the SOl by 

adding a T-dependent, but J-independent, term to the SDl P?tentia1 
~ 

j 

V ij = - 4rr AT o(Qij) o(ri-R) o(rj-R) ,+ BT . 
I ' 

The term BT'is added to the diagonal mat"rix elements only and the two 
~ 

J 

param~ters ~lland BO are independent of J but they affect the energy spa'cing 

between the groups of T~Tl and T-T2 states. The N-82 nuclei Were extensively 

studied both experimentally and theoretically by Wildenthal (1969, 1971) . 

. Hussein (1973) showed that such an interaction can also give a goo~ descrip-

, '142 
tion of the odd-odd nucleus Pro 

I~3 Nuclear Reactions 

1.3a Compound Reactions 

Although this work exclusively depenqs on the presumption that the 

135 (3H d)136L d l3SBa (a.t')136La d reactio~s Ba e, a an • are ireet. it would be more 

than appropriate to take a look at the class of re~ctions calle~ compound-

/ 
nucleus reactions. This concept of nuclear ,reactions was presented by 

) 
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Niers Bohr in 1936; A compound nuc·leus can be formed 

nucleu!! A with a '''particfe" a. The nucleus A and the 

* 

by. bombjng ~ 
• 

parti{le a arnalga, 
mate to form the compound nucleus C. Since this is a system of strongly 

interacting particles the incident particle has a very short mean free 

path for interaction with other nucleons and, as,a result, its energy is 

very quickly shared among all the other nucleons. The compound nucleus 

decays to the final product when sufficient energy is again associated with 

one particle s~ fhat it can emerge. If the initial kinetic energy of the 

incident particle is' small this may take a very long time, therefore, the 

-14 decay lifetime may be of the order of ~10 sec., which is certainly 

very long compared to the traversal time of ~10-21 sec .. Hence, it is 

assumed that the mode of decay of the compound nucleus is independent of 
~ ~ 

its mode of formation, except for the requirements of the various conser-

vation laws. In simple words once a compound nucleus is formed all the 

." information regarding its formation is lost. The decay process can be; 
" 

trea'ted statistic-ally on the assumption that the probability of decay by 

the ~mlssion of diff~rent kinds-of particles such as 0, p, n. etc •• is 

the same. The validity of Bohr's hypothesis of the compound nucleus has 
. 

be~n confirmed by several experiments. One such experiment ~as performed 

by Ghoshal (1950) 1n which he produced the same cOlupound nucleus 6
/
•zn* 

60· 63 ' wl th the bombardment of 28N! by a particles and 29Cu by protons. 

I 

If th~ energy of the incident particle is relatively low, the spacings 

of the levels are greater than the widths of the levels excited; con-

sequently the decay of the level will take place from a well-defined state 

of the compound nucleus i .'e. the reac tion is essentially an isolated 

reSOnance process. In the case of higher e~ergies the excited levels 
. 

may overlap and the lifetime of the compound nucleus may be comparable 
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-21 . with the traversal time of, 'ld0 sec., hence. a departure hom the l.om-

pound nucleus behaviour is expected! 

I.3b Direct Reactions 

'-

The class of reactions which includes inelastic nuclear collisions~ 

srripping t ,and its inverse. the pick-up reaction. is called direct reactions. 

A direct reaction proceeds without the formation of a compound nucleus, , . . 
because the time during which the incident and target nuclei interact is 

very much shorter than the life of a correspo.ndi~ compound nucleus. At 

low energies; the compound-nucleus reaction is lDOre favoured. -whereas at 

higher energies, the direct reactio~ mechanism will prevail. 

The direct reactions are ideally suited to studying low-lying excited 

states t~at are characterized by simple elementary excitations. Usually 

there is a veFY specific connection between~ given type of level ant tbe 

direct reaction by whicQ it is)StronglY populated. 
-, 

In most of the direct reactions it is possible to write a differential 

reaction cross-section as a product of t~o factoes, 

dO' - .. S 0 (9) dQ 

where S determines the absO'lute II¥lgnltude of the cross-sec tion. while 

cr (9) describes the shape of the angular distribution as a function of 

scattering angle O. The shape function is not very sensitive to the details 

of nuclear structure but the magnitude fa~tor contains the structure 

information about the initial~ and final states. Hence, the magnitude 

factor S is called. the spectt"oscopic factor. The structure information 

is extracted from absolute differential cross-section measurements by 

calculating the angular distribution 0(9) in a suitable approximation 

and then the faccor S is qetermined by normalization to the experimental 

• 
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d{lta and compared with values calculated from appropriate nuclear 

models. 

We will only consider the direct reactioQs of the type A(a,b)B with 

two nuclei in the initial state and two nuclei in the'final state. Also 

we will consider only one-particle transfer reactiornin which the particles 

a and b differ by one nucleon. If a is heavier than h then it is a stripping 

reaction. If b is heavier than a then it is a pick-up reaction. 

The Distorted-Wave Born Approximation 

The most widely used suitable approximation is the distor~d-wave 

Born approximation (DWBA). The DWBA treats the incident and emitted 

particles as mo~under the influence of the long range Coulomb and short 
..... / '\ 

range nuclear force. DWBA assumes that elastic scattering is the major 

component of the reaction process and reactions may be treated by utilizing 

of perturbation theory. Among many others. 

has given a lucid and profound explanation of the 

rlying mechanisms of DWBA. 

The elastic scattering is realized in terms of a phenomenological 

body potential, the so-called optical potential. The optical potential 

parameters are obtained frotn fitting t,he experimental clata of elastic 

scattering experiments. 

A ~WBA calculation in·vQlves the matrix elements which contain the 

elastic scattering wave functions generated by !he optical potentials. 

These calculations are extensive and can only be done with :omputers, but 

the result is a detailed prediction of the~cross-section as a function of 

angle. Sometimes a zero-range approximation assumes that ~he outgoing 

particle is ejected from the same point where the incid~nt particle is 



absorbed. From the DWBA calcu12tions it can be determined that the 
.1 

reactions occur in the region 0 f r~8 fermi a1though~ th_ere ~re contribi;t ions 

from a wide range of radii. These ca~culations give not only 
• I 

the angular 

distributions but also the 
~ do DWBA 

absolute cross-sections. (dn) t under the 

assumption that during and after the reaction the changes in the nuclear 

structure fol,low some simple model. In general the model is that thE' 

transferred particle enters one of the orbitals without othe:.rwise dis-

turbing the nucleus. That is why it was possible to write the differential ... 
cross-section as a product of the spectroscopic fa~tor S and the theore

tical cross-sec tion <:) DWBA t in the last sub-section: 
" 

~ ~ :a S (~~)DWBA. 

In str~p!ngt a parti~le can be transferred into the nij shell of :he 

target nucleus to form the residual nucleus - then the observpd differ

ential cross.!.section is related to the DWBA cross-section by t-

E 
j 

where N is the normalization constant and depends on the type of re~cliqn, 

2 
.. C

T 
accounts for the isospin coupling and J A and J

B 
are the spins of the 

I') 
target and final ;e~idual nuclei, respectively. The angul~r momenta J A 

.. a.nd J
B 

are related to each other through the spin of the transfet"red 

particle obeying the vector-sum rule: 

where j ... i!: 1/2. The sum rule often helps in ascertaining the single, 

particle aspects of the final states in the residual nucleus . 

, 

. (2J
B
+l) 

The spectroscopic strength is denoted bY .(2J
A
+l) Sntj(J B). The factor, 

(2J
B
+l), called amplitude factor, appe~rs in theoretical calculations and 
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in general it is not known, In fact lt is one of the objectives of stripping-

reactions stud~es to d~termine' J B. ' 

1 do Dl-lBA 
00 The quant~ty 2j+l (dn)nt~ has been takert out of the summation, because 

. it counts the cross-sect1on per magnetic substate., The ,~ngular distri-. , 
do DWBA 'bUJ:1,ons for (dn)< peak in a r'elatively-more'forward direction for lower 

"d 
i-values, t This can be G:lear'ly seen from fig. II: 2. ThE" shapes 'of the . 
angular distributions are characteris~ic of the i-value of the transferred 

nuc,1eon, whereas' the j depenaence is relatively small. In odd-odd nuclei" , , . t' 
a state of given J B may be populated by.more than one t-value. For 

" '1' i h 135 (3H d) 136 • d 135B ( ) 136L i t examp e, n, t e, Ba e, La an', a a • t a react ons t'11e J?roton 

states can be po~ulated by £ = 0 + 2 or ~ 3 2 + 4 or even 1 • 0 + 2 + 4., 
p p p 

In such a ~ase the shape and magnitude of the differential cross-sections 

.-
degree of admixtu~e. are quite different. One would ,attempt to determin~ the 

"-

if it is p,ossible at all. ,. 

Th~ DWBA.calcu1?tfons for l35~a(:He~d)13bLa and 13\~a (a" t) l36La show 

3 . 
yet another interesting feature - the cross-sections for ( He,d) reaction . . 

increase with the increasing exci~ation ene~gy while fo~ (a,t)~ they 
. 

decrease. See fig. 11.5: This very .feature 'and the fact that different 

i-values are favo~red in the above rea~tions offer an alternative method 

of obtaining i-values. For example, the ratio of the cross-'sections ~for 
... 

" • the above reactions depen.ds on th~ appropriate ~-valucs and the' excitation 

e~ergies and is independent of thE! spectroscopic strength and the target 

spin. Br ~omparing the experi~enta~ ratio for-a given level with those ., 

. fomputed for difhrent i-values.' one can obtain the t-value for that level. 

'~ : It is difficult to estimate how. good the basic, DWBA a:=;sumption is. 

, . 

Ho~ever, the use of ~WBA ~alculations has developed into nn extensive apd 
~ 

highly sophisticated techhology. 
I 

. ' 

/ 
, t 
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. 
Chapter II 

f'" 

PROTON TRANSFER EXPERI~ffiNTS 

In the framework of the nuclear shell model there is considerable evidence 

that systems of N=82 and 2=50 nucleons are tigh~ly b~und agg~egates, and they 

form'stable systems; in other words, both 82 and 50 are good closed shells. 

The properties of low-lying ~tates of ,a system which has few extra particles 

or holes beyond the closed shells can be explained in terms of the configura-

tions arising from the (Z-50) protons and (N-82) neutrons. 

. 136 
In the case of La there are three neutr?n holes ~ich are occupying 

the orbits 351/ 2 , 2dj/2 and 1hil/2 and seven protons distributed over 2dS/ 2 

and 197/2 orbits. 
.~ 

In the lowest seniority scheme, leve1s'of 136La should arise from the 
, 

vaiious possible coupling, of the odd proton and the single neutron hole. 
~ / ' 

From j-j coupling scheme, where lj -j 1< J < j +j holds true, the spins 
p' n- - p r'I 

of the low-lyi~g levels can be obtained. , Following are the positive parity , . \} 

"-
levels: 

, -1 + 2+ 3+ 4+ 
( 1T 2d 5/2,' v2d 3/ 2) .... 1 ., 

\ 
, 

-1 .... 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 
( Tr lg7 / 2' v2d

3/ 2) , , , 

2 -1 
(Tr dS/2,v3s1/2) .... 2+ , 3+ 

, -1 
(TTlg.7 /2' v3~1/2) -+ 3+,. 4+. 

The negative parity states involving the Ih1l/ 2 
orbit are: 

-1 - - -
(rr1h11/2,v2d3/2) -+ 4 5 6 , 7 , , 

-1 -
(TTlhll/Z,v3s1/2) -+ 5 , 6 r , 

(rrlg7 / 2 , 
-1 - - 4 - - 6 - - - -v1h11/ 2) -+ 2 , 3 , 5 , 7 8 9 , , , , 

(TT2d S/ 2 ' 
-1 - - - - ... 8-. v1hll/ 2) -+ 3 , 4 5 , 6 • 7 , • 
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135 Since Ba has a d
3

/ 2 neutron hole in its 'ground state, the proton transfer 
\ 

experiments will readily populate the first two groups of ~ositive parity levels. 

However, due4to configuration mixing one could possibly see all twelve positive 

parity states involving the neutron hole in the 3s1/.2 orbit as welL 

The negative parity states due to nlhll/2 are expected to be found at higher 

excitations, and at even higher excitations one would expect to observe the 

proton states of 2d3/ 2 and 3s1 /. 2 along with the neutron hole states 2d S/ 2 ,and 

Ig7/2' 

To estimate the locations of proton states in 136La , one is inclined to 

take a look at the odd lanthanum isotopes e.g. l39La~ 13\a and l35La . The· 

139 n + ground state of La has J ~ 7/2 , tpe first excited state (~l66 keY) has 

Jrr = 5/,z+ and the 1Tlhl/2 state is located at 1420 keY. In the case ~f 137La , the 

ground state has J1T a 7/2+, first excited state.(~lO keY) has j1T = 5/2+ and the 

n1hll/ 2 sta~e is located at 1005 keY. The trend contin~es - the ground ntat~ 

135 1T + ~ . + 
of La has J = 5/2 , the first excited state (~120 keY) has J1T = 7/2 and 

the nlh1l/2 is located around 786 keY. As one considers the more neutron 

deficient lanthanum isotopes the energy levels get more compressed, but the 

+ . 
interesting feature is the moving of the 7/2 state towards higher excitations. 

" 139 135 -r--From La to La this level, which is populated by £ a4, has shift~d approx-. p 
+ imately 285 keY with respect to the 5/2 state populated by i =2. 

p 

The ground state of 138La is populated by £ =4 and the first four excited 
/ p 

stat~s are admixtures of £ =2 and 4. This is quite according to the expecta-
p '\ 

tions. Now the interesting question arises about the ordering and locations 

of the state~populated by ~p=2, 4,5 in l36~a. The encouraging factor is the 

. 136 
fact that the ground state. of La is populated by £. =2 • ., p I 

From the above information one would e~~t the lowest-lying states of 
" 

136 • La to be populated by i =2, the sta~es populated by t =4 to lie around 160 keV 
p p 

: 

., 
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and the proton negative parity states to be located around 1000 keY. 

Similarly, one can also obtain some knowledge about the location of the 

neutron hole state from .the neig~ouring odd-a (79 neutrons) nuclei i.e. 

135B d 137C a an e. 135 In Ba the neutron -1 
h~le state (lh ll / 2) is located 268 keY. 

137 whereas in Ce an isomeric state due 
-1 

to the (lh ll /,2). neuer.on is located at 

254 keY. 136 . 
Hence~ in La one would expect the location o~this state to be 

around 260 keY. Again, 

135 Sa and at 160 keY in 

-1 
the 5 1/2 neutron states are located at 221 keY in 

137Ce . In 136La one might find this state to be around 

200 keY. 136 . ' 
See Table 111.1 for a comparison of La with its ne~ghbouring odd-A 

nuclei. 

It is unfortunate. that no other single pariicle transfer teactions could 

136 also be carried out. In the neighbourhood of La there is only one o~her , . 
~table isotope. 

138 • , 
This' is La, suitable for (p,t) reaction. However, it is 

less ·than 0,1% in natural isotopic abundance which makes the availability 

difficult and very costly. 

• A cO'mbination 0 f (3He ,d) and (a, t) reactions provide a more' 'profound 

understanding of the low-lying states. 3 The ( He,d) reaction was chosen for 

angular distribution purposes despite the fact that the resolution is not as 

good as in the .eel, t) r,~ac tion: a typical resolution in 
3 I 

the ( He,d) react~on wa~ 

18 keY. There are two reasons for this choice (i) the 3 ' ( He,d) reaction cross-

section is about 5 times larger than the (a,t) cross-se~tion 'at 27 MeV, and 

(ii) the diffraction patterns for angular momentu~ transfers of ~=O, 2, 4 and 

5 have prominent features. 

There were three main reasons to perform the (a,~).reaction~ (i) the 

<I.e."" 
outgoing tr.jJ)on has approximately half. of the energy of the deuteron (from the 

(3He ,d) 'rea~tion), hence the resollltion was much better in this reaction 

(~12 keY at the FWHM); (ii) to obtain values from the ratios of (3He ,d) to 
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(a,t) cross-sections, as the dependence of the cross-sections on 1 is ~iffcrent 
. 

in these reactions, and (iii) to measure the differences in Q-va1ues for 

134 135 135 136 136 137 
Ba(<<,t) La, Ba(Cl,t) La and . Ba(<<,t) La. 

These reactions will be discussed in some detail in the subsequent sub-

sections. __ 

11.1 Experimental Prerequisites and Procedures 

An undertaking such as ours has certain definite· requirements: there 

are not many nuclear physics research laboratories in the world where one 

can carry out experiments of this nature. Following are the most important 

requirements: 

i) A well defined monoenergetic beam of projectiles of suitable energy and . . 
current. 

ii) A target fulfilling the requirements of stability, enrichment and 

uniformi ty. 

iii) An analyzing instrument assuring a maximum degree of resolution. 

iv) A device to detect the scattered charged particles, 

v) Reliable computer programs and larg~ computers to facilitate the final 

analysis of data in a reasonable length of time. 

I would like to briefly describe the facilities provided by the 

Physics Department of'McMaster University. 

II.la The FN Tandem Van de Graaff 

The FN Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator, rated at 7.5 million volts 

on the terminal, manufactured by High Voltage Engineering Corporation is 

a suitable mechine for providing high energy projectiles. Thanks to the 

technical staff of the Tandem Accelerator ~aboratory, the terminal ~oltage ., 
can be maintained at 9 million volts, which is highly desirable in some of 
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the reaction experiments. 

3 - 4 -An ion source produces negative ions e.g. H , D, He , He etc. 

which are passed through a magnetic field to select the desired ions. 

These negative ions accelerate towards the high voltage terminal which' is 

positive with respect to the ground and located insid(~ a large tank which 

is pressurized by SF6 gas, (the use of SF
6 

gas is the main reason the 

McMaster Tandem can be operated at 9 million volts), At the terminal a 

thin carbon foil (a gas stripper is also used) strips a number of electrons 

from the negatively charged ions. Thus the ions experience a repelling' 
.. 

electric force which provides more kinetic energy for thNIl. The maximum 

energies o~e can get are proton and deuteron b~ams of 18 MeV and ~e and 

4He beams of 27 MeV. They are focused through a set of object slits. An 

analyzing. magnet selects the ions of right energy by deflecting them through 

90°. ~art of the analyzed beam hits the image slits which being transmitted 

through it. A feedback system controls the stabilization ,at tilt! terminal 

voltage. Then the beam is directed to the desired experimental set up by 

a switching magn~t. A well focused beam on the target is- highly desirable. 

II.lb The Target 

In our proton transfer experimel!ts only ba.rium targ('t's \J('L'P used. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory provided the enriched barium; sotopes in the 

form of nitrate. 
y 135 

The isotopic enrichment of Ba was more than 93~. see 

Table ILL As most of the alkaline earths are quickly oxjdized, it vas 

necrary to use Baa as the targ:t material. Hence Ba(N03)2 was coqverted 

in~ BaD by heating it up to 800 C. The BaO was heated under vacuum and 

2 evaporated on a thin(30 ~gm/cm ) carbon coating on a glass slide. These 

connnercially prepared glass slides were treated with atnlne atld then 
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coated with carbon. Various thicknesses of BaO were deposited on the carbon. 

2 
ranging from 30 to 50 ~gm/cm. Later on, these carbon foils were floated 

on water and mounted on aluminum frames. During the whole procedure of 

target preparation one has to be careful to avoid contaminating the target. 

It is unfortunate that self-supporting targets of Baa could not be prepared 

as it would have improved the resolution and we would not have to worry 

13 
about the impurity peaks due to C in the a and t spectra. 

II.lc The Split-pole Enge Spectrograph 
..:\ 

This magnetic spectrograph is described in detail by Enge and Spencer 

(1967). The main features of the spectrograph are the following~ split-

poles are used to achieve two-directional focusing with minimum aberrations 

(particles are successively pa~sed through two magnetic wedges giving four 

fringe fields which contribute to the vertical component of the force), a 

large solid angle of acceptance, second order f~c\lsing over large momentum 

range and a kinematic shift adjustment to compensate for the kinemati~ 

bro~dening (Enge 1958). The spectrograph can be rotated (with respect to 

the beam direction) over a wide range of angles. 

II.ld Charged Particle Detecting Devices 

, In the focal plane o,f the Enge spectrograph there is provision for 

using pOSition sensitive detectors, a proportional counter or photographic 

emulsion. In this work photographic plates were used exclusively; to date 

at the McMaster Laboratory thi~ method of detection offers the best 

resolution. These photographic p~es (supplied by Kodak) have a 50 micron 

thick emulsion.' They are 25 cm long and 5 cm wide"; the width enables 

one to have two exposures on the same plate: The charged particles, '''hich 

arrive at 45 0 to the plane of the emulsion, leave tracks which are counted 
I 
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'Table 'II.1 

Isotopic Composition of the Target Materials 

Abundance of Isotope ~ 
/' 

130
Ba 

132
Ba 

134
Ba 

1358a 
136

8a 
137sa 138-

B I a 

1348a. 81.4 . 3.71 2.18 -2.36 10.3 

·135 0.36 93.6' 1. 61 0.87 3.56 
') 

Sa 

.~ 138
Sa 0.20 99.80 

Isotopes of less than 0.1% of abundance are not shown. 
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in 0.25 mm strips under a microscope. 

II .'le Data Handling Analysis 

In most of the expe~iments we used a PDP-9 computer on line to collect 

the data from a surface-barrier Si(Li) detector wHIch monitored the 

elastically scattered particles from the target. The PDP-lS computer is 

used to obtain the areas under the elastic peaks and to get the specific 

reaction informa~ion from a program called Maggie. For the programs which 

required a much larger memory we used the CDC 6400 at th~ McMaster Computer 

Center. 

Connected with this work two programs were used: the University of 

Colorado distorted-wave code DWUCK 4 written by Kunz (1969) and the program . 
/ ' 

called SPECTR (O'Neil 1979)' DWUCK 4 calculates 'the reaction (elastic a{\d 

inelastic) cross-~e:ti~) usiQg appropriate optical model parameters. 

'SPECTR finds the centroias. hence the energy, of the peaks (which repre-

sent energy levels in the deuteron or ,triton spectrA) and extracts the 

areas of the peaks after subtracting a specified background. It fits all 

the peaks of the specl:rum with a standard shape arid performs a non-linear , . 

least squares fit to a skewed gaussian function. 

II.2 Experimental Procedure 

Akl the experiments were carried out in the Enge spectrograph scatter-

ing chamber. The beam passes through the thin target and stops in a 
-' 

Faraday cup, depositing its ,charge. A current digi~iZer~measu;e5 the 

charge and converts it into electronic pulses which can be registered on 
." 

a scaler, In addition to the Faraday cup, a Si(Li) surfAce barrier detec-. 
tor was used at an angle of 30° .subtending a solid angle of 0.08 msr. 

~ 
The purpose of using the Si(Li) detector was to detect the elastically 

scattered particles and thus to normalize the spectra in determining the 
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absolutu cross-section. A suitable spectrograph solld angle was chusen to bu 

1.3 msr; this was reduced to 0.026 msr for elastic exposures. 

3 
In the case of the Ba( He.d)La exp~sures the Ko~ak N1B-50 photo-

, -
graphic plates we.re covered with. 0.84 nun thick aluminum absorbers to stop 

the particles heavier than the deuteronS. In the (o,t) exposures the 

aluminum absorber thickness was red,uced to ""0.1 mm to allow the tri tons 

" to reach the emulsion. All the elastic exposures were taken without any 

absorbers. 

The absolute cross-sections were calculated in two different ways: 

(i) determining the area of the elastic peak from the Si(Li) monitor and 

(ii) taking short elastic expo~ures and relating them to the Faraday cup. 

counts. 

Using the first method the normalization constant K is defined to be 

K ,.. h 1 x-x--
ME T. P. 

(correction due to th'e 

impurities) 

do (9) 
where (dO )E is the differential cross-sect inn for elastic scattering, 

t.12N 
(t.O ~ is the J."atio of the solid angles subtended by the monitor and the 

sp 
spectrograph. NE is the number of elast~cally scattered particles in the 

monitor and T.P. is the target isotopic abundance percentage. Also, 

since the monitor does not have very good resolution, it might count the 

elastically scattered particles from heavy impurities such as Ta, etc. 

from the evaporator. To overcome this dif ficul ty, short elas tic expusures 

were taken and related to the counts in the monitor. Hence, 

K ::t 
60 ___ -~ ~ ,t ( 1 x'--- x ---- x x 
611 N rt expo N T.P. 

• sp ~ sp --..:-- E 
N 

and in the where ( mon) is the ratio of the counts in the -N--- short exp. 
sp 
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spectro&raph for the short exposure 

in the two exposures. However, this 

MlE 
and -- is the ratlo of the solid angles 

Ml sp 
correction ~as approximately 2%. Now 

the differential cross-section for the reaction is 

, 
\ , 

N x K sp 

where N is the number o~ the scattered particles detected by the spectrosp 
.' 

By the second method the differential cross-section is given by the 

following expression: 

1 x--T.P. 

where (d~~e)R and (d~~9»E have been defined earlier, Nsp and NE are the 

counts in the spectrograph and in the elastic peak (exposure~a en at 30°) 
60E (~.H. 
60 is the ratio of the solid -angles in the two cxposqres; TB. H. )R ...i.s_ ", 

sp 

the ratio of the n?ookhaven (Faraday cup) counts in the two exposures and 

T.P. is the isotopic percentage of the target. 

• I 
Both methods of normalization agreed with ecr~h other wi thin 4%. In 

general the relative cross-sections at different angles should be accurate 

within 15t. but thL' absolute values' determined by either of t.he methods may 

be in error by as m~ch as 30%. 

135 3 136 11.3 The Ha( He,d) La Reaction 

3 A beam of He particles at 24 HeV was used to carry out the expl'riments. 
~ 1 

The beam current depended on the cOl)dition of the j.on source>-- 'a!l~at times 

the current was over 2 microamperes. The entrance slit to the sc&ttering 

cbamber was i/2 mm in earlier experiments. Since that caused background 

problem~, later On it was changed to 1 mID. Experiments were performed over 
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a range of angle~ from 7.5° to 60°. The forward angles were taken in step~ 

of 2.5 0 angles due to the impurity peaks masking the low-lying states of 

the spectrum. The impurity 'peak at forward angles in the low-lying region, 

1:1 .'~ 
is due to the presence of C which is only 1.11% of naturil carbon. The 

13C(3H~,d)14N reaction has a very large cross-section, therefore, even 

. 13 
such a small quantity of C produces large peaks. From 25° to 50° the 

; r 
exp{sures were taken in steps of S°. It was noticed that the resolution 

at ~ngleS was not as good as at, say, 25°. Therefore, the deuteron 

spectrum t 25° was chosen to be shown in figure 11.1. The resolution in 

th:ls ~15 keY, whereas, the typical resolution is ~18 keY. 

were analyzed up to the excitation energy of 1500 keY. 

It was practically impossible to go any further due to the high level density. 

However, it was possible to obtaln the energies and cross-sections for seven 

prominent states beyond 1500 keY. Besides impurity peaks, we were able to 

137 139 . 
pick out the La and La levers in our spectra. 

From all the (3He •d) ~xpo~res. the excitation energies were obtained 

and average values were calculated. The energy of an excited state call 

, 
vary from spectrum to spectrum, due to the vpriations in the resolution pr 

poor statistics or not being able to obtain proper peak-shape parameters 

for the program'SPECTR. It is known that the uncertainties in energy 
I 

increase with the increaslni distance on the plate. There are variations 

of 4 or 5 keY in some of the energies. See Table 111.2. 

11.4 The Angular Distributions 
, 

It ha~ been mentioned e~rlier that the t-values for Some of the ~nergy 

l~els of 136La were ob~ai~ed by measuring the.ratios of (3He ,d) to (o..t) 

cross-sections. This method is discussed at the end of this chapter. Now, 

it would only be natural to determine the £-values from the angular 
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Fig. 11.1 
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Deuteron spectrum from 13SBa(3He.d)136La reaction. Notice th. 

high level density above 1 MeV excitation . ... 
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, ,. 
dist~ibutions' and com~are the tesults with the ratio technique. The 

angular is tribu tions permi t the evaluation of I-values qUite 1;el iab ly. 

As 3 entioned earlier, there are many levels in ( He.d) spectra - over 
<) 

9~ revels up t~ the exc i tations of 1. 6 MeV. Sometime's a specific peak 
• ! 

has shoulders on both sides and from angle to ang~e the center of gravi~y 

changes considerably. Due to this high lev~l d'ensity, it was possible to 
, ~ 

deduce .angular distributions Qnly for the multiplets. If these, multJplets 

-are pop,ulated by the same 1 transfers then one should get better results 

due to better statistics. But if two levels are independently populated 

by totally different l~values then the results ~ould be erroneous. 

The tpeorettcal curv~; l~ 0, 2, 4 and 5 for the reaction . , 

135B.a (3He .d) l36La , were obtained from th~ DWBA calculations and" shown in 

Fig. 11.2. The optical model parameters are given'in Table 11.2 

(Ishimatsu 196~)A 

to ~.hese cur;ves. 

The.experime.ntally determined results were best f-ltted 

The angular distributions were plotted,for the 12 states , 
. 

or groupings of states shown in Fig. 11.3. The groupings are labelled 

with energies of the states \.hich form thel"'groups. 

The angular 'distributions for the 'g\ound s~ate and the first two 

show ihat these States are populated by lp=2. The next three stat~s 140, 

159 and 173 keY form'a triplet wh9se angular distriQution suggests that 

they may be popu1~ted by ~p=4. It was nece$sary to plot the angular dis

tribution for the triplet as a whole rather than individual state's du~ to 
, -

poor resoluti~n aod statistics~ The angular distribut~on for the state at 
, 

257 keY strongly suggests that it is populated by ip~2. Similarly, the 
, , ... 1'" 

state at .403 keY seems to be populated by £p;"2 .. The angular distributions 
" 

for the s~ate at 626 keY and the triplet, consisting .of levels ~t 704, 716 

and 726 k~V.c suggest that 'they may Qe populated by £p=2, but there could 

be admixtures of other i-values. Some of the data points are'miss!ng at 
.. ' 

the forward angles i this is due to the presence of l3C impurity peak. 'The , 
angular di$tribution for the triplet which has a centre of g~avity just 

I 

, , 
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over 1000 keV suggest$ £p=S. Due to the high level dens~ty and relatively 
, / 3 • '. 

low cross~sect~on for £p=5 in the ( He.d) reaction. the angular distribu-

tion technique did not give satisfactory results for all the states popu

lated by £p=5. The next set of dat'a points tor, the triplet consisting of . 

the energy states at 10.72, 1115 and 112; keY clearly shows that at lea;; 

one of the states in the triplet is not pop~lated by £p~5. The angular 

distributions for the next t~o triP::\S s~r~nglY suggest the presence of 

the states populated by' £p=O. See TabJe 111.2 for· the ~-values which are 

determined through othe~ means, as well. 

.. 
It took a few attempts to 'collect reasonably good data for the (a,t) 

reacrions. One is not always successful in getting a beam of 1-2 ~amps 

for a conSiderable length of ,time from the McMaster Universily ~~ tandem 

Van de Graaff accelerator. ' This is the main reason that forced us to 
'.l 3' " 

perform ( He:,.d) reactions before the Ca, t). However, (n,t) reactions 

134 138 
were also carried out on enriched Ba and Ba targets. 

'13 ' 
The choice of the angles w9 s very limited mainly due to C impurity -

only 50" was reasonably clEl-an (up to 1. 5 MeV). However, spectra were a1 so 

taken at 35°, in spite of the impurity p~ak from 400 to 700'keV. Of course, 

134 135 
this carbon peak was also present (at 35") in the Ba(a,t) La and 

138B ( "I139L a a, t.(, a reac tions'. The resolution was approximately 12 keV in the 

135B ( )136L a a,t a reaction. See Fig. 1I.{+ for 'the triton sp'ectrum taken at 

SQO. Also see Table 111.2 for the energy levels observed in this reaction. 
(~ , . 

It is the eharacteristic of (a,t) reac~ions ~hat the cross-sectfons . 

for 'R. *"'0. i, 4, 5 transfers fall with excitation energy. For example at· 
p ~ 

.~ 
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Fig. II. 2 

'. 
The angular distributions calculated from DWBA for l35Ba(3He,d)l36La. 
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Particle 

a 
He 

d 

P 

V 
(MeV) 

-172.0 

-101.4 

* 

Table II.7 

135 3 136 
Optical Model Parameters for the Ba( He,d) La Reaction 

r oc 
(fm) 

1.40 

1. 30 

1. 20 

r 
o 

(fm) 

1.14 

1.085 

1. 20 

a ·W 
S 

(fm) (MeV) 

0.70 -16.0 

0.857 0 

0.65 0 

WD 
(MeV) 

0 

61. 0 

0 

. r I 
~ 0 

(fm) 

1. 4 

1. 

0 

a l 

(fm) 

0.80 

0.788 

0 

VSO 
factor 

0 

, 
8.0 

f 

x -1 . x I -1 d Xl -1 
U(r) <; Ue(r) + Vee . + 1) + iWS(e + 1) -+ iW

D dx l (e + 1) ,where 

Non-local 
Correction 
Parameter 

0.25 

0.54 

0.85 

1/3 1/3 UC(r) corresponds to the potential due to x = (r - r A )/a and Xl c (r - r fA )/a ' . o 0 

l/J-a uniformly charged sphere, radius r A »charge ZAe. oc 

Finite range correction parameter = 0.770. 

No radial cut-off was employed. 
r 

*Adjusted to reproduce separation energy. 
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Fig. II. 3 

135 3 136 Experimental deuteron angular distributions from the Ba( He,d) La. 

The solid curves are given by the DWBA calculations. They represent pure 

l ~O~2)4 andS transfers best fitted to the data. 
p 
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Fig. 11.4 

135 136 
The triton spectrum from Ba(~~t) La reaction. 
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Fig. II. 5 

The theoretical cross-sections for Gd = 45° and G
t 

a 50° 

obtained fromrthe DWBA calculations. The right hand sld(~ scalp 

(1-10-100) is for the (a,t) reactIon and thp left hand side is 

3 for (H~,d). Also the magnitude of the i~O curVe for (o,t) is 

3 
smaller by a factor of 10. The.Q-value is fo~ the ( He,d) reaction. 
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Table 11.3 ." 

135 . 136 
Optical Model Parameters for the Ba(a.t) La Reaction 

V r r a Ws WD 
r' a' VSO Non-local 

oc 0 0 Correction (MeV) (fm) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) , factor Parameter 

-200 1. 30 1. 40 0.60 -20 - 1.40 0.60 0 0.20 

-200 1.30 1.40 0.60 -50 1.40 0.60 '0 0.25 

* ~.25 1.25 0.65 o o o o o 0.85 

"The expression for the potential is the same as that used for (3He •d) reactions. 

No radial cut-off or finite range correction was employed. 

* Adjusted too rEproduce se y;;.:-at10n energy. 

\.oJ 
0" 

'\ 

'-
" 
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.. excitation energy -w..7 MeV the cross-sections foi t =2t 4 and) fall by a 
\ p . 

factor of ~2, whereas ~ =0 cross-section falls by"a factor of ~5 (com
p, 

pared to the cross-sections at,zero excitation,energy). Con5equently 

there are no states of considerable intensity, populated by 1 aO at 
p 

higher excitation energies. Fig. II. 5 cl.early manifests th~ 

\ 
behaviour 

(o,t) reactions. 

3 In ( He,d) reactions the trend is just the opposite i.e. the cross-

sections for all i transfers increase with the. increasing excitation 

of 

energy. We ~id not use the (o,t) reaction to get the angular distributions. 

There are two reasons for this: 

(i) the Coulomb barrier for the outgoing triton is ~lO MeV and the Q-value 

for the reaction is ~-14.5 MeV, therefore, it ~as necessary to use particles 

of 27 MeV i.e. the tandem terminal voltage must be maintained at 9 million 

volts for very long periods, and, 

(11) the DWBA calculations show rather fea,~ure~ess angular distribution5 

for (o,t) reactions at this energy. 

11.6 Accurate Measurements of the Relative Q-values 

During our work we observed the s.tate of affairs of the Q- value of the 

. 134 135 135 136 136 137 
following reactions: Ba(~,t) La, Ba(a,t) La Elnd Ba(<l,t) La, 

as given in the Atomic and Nuc~ear riata Tables (Gove ~nd Wapstra 1972). 

Isl~ (1975) was th~ first one to determine the reldtive Q-value 

136 137 ' for Ba(Ct,t) La which was known previously ooly from systematics. She 

d h Q 1 i f l k Q- 1 f l38B ( ) 139L d measure t e -va ue n terms a tile no~ va ue 0 - a O,t a an 

13 7 B (Ct ) l38 L a ,t a. All the ma.sses of the stable barium isotop£'s have been 

measured by mass spectrometric methods. The mass of 138La has been 

determined from the posi tron en~-point energy in the decay of 138La -to 1J8Ba 

.. 
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with an uncertainty of 14 keV. l t. sbould be possible to del(ermine the 

. nuclear masses accurately from nuclear reaction data. 
" 

* A,ccordin:s to II. Enge: "At preserl't. th~ masses measured by. means of 

nuclear reaction data do not -appear to be quite as accurate as the most 
, 

exact mass spe:tromete'r data. This is not because the method' is inherently, 

" 
inferior, but because no co~centrated effort has lately been exerted toward 

reducing these uncertainties sisnif~cant1y." , 
134 

A target enriched in Ba was used (see Table 11.1 for the isotopic 

" 

composition) and the exposure w~s taken'at 35° for ~e than eight hours. 

The projectiles were a particles of 27 MeV and the current was ~1.5 micro-

amps. The nmr frequency was chosen to be such that the ground state': of 

139La was focused at ~6 cm from the edge of the photographic ~late. The 

ground state of 137L~ was around 10 em on ;he plate and the ground state 

135 
,~nd the fir~t excited state of La were found to be ip the midd]~ of the 

plate immediately fol+owed b~ the ~1420 keV level of 139La . With this 

arrangement it was j~st possible to get the 786 level of l35La on the end 

of th~ plate. The p~ak areas and their respective energies were obtained 

from SPECTR. 
139 134 . 

,The cO,unts in La atld La peaks were 'more than 2.500. 

of' 

'hence, the statistical error waS minimized and, the centroiqs of the peaks 
" 

were obtained very accurately. 
, 

The position of the ground state~peak of 

l3SLa was measured -with resp'ect to the ground state of l39La and then vith 

respec~ to the 1420 keY exc~ted state~ 

Similar measurements w~re carried out at another angle, 50 0
, to 

ensure the rep·roducibilit~. and tnen the whole procedure was rep~ated to .. 
, • 136 137 

determine the relative ~~valu~ for th~ reaction Ba(O,t) La and the 

* Introduction to ~uclear ·~~YSiCS' by H. Enge 1966. 
. 

Addison-Wesley. p .. 102 ,'. 
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results were compared with Islam's measurements. Islam reported that 
C ' 

138 139'" difference in Q~vftlues for the two reactions BaCa,t) La and 

136 . 1:37 Q 

. Ba,Ca.,t) La to be 0.713 + 0.003 MeV. Our result is 0.711 + 0.003 MeV. 

4he absolute Q-values measured in this manner would probably have an 

uncertainty of 15 keV, but the differences have uncertainties 3-4,keV. 

Burke and Balogh (1975) discuss the possible errors in detail. . 
136 137 The' evaluation of the relative Q-value for BaCa.,t) La allowed 

135 136 
the determination of the relative Q-va1ue for the reaction, ,BeCa,t) La, 

137 139 as the ground state and excited states of La and La are present in 

all the spectra, see Fig. 11.4, the result is -14.465 + 0.015 MeV. 
0- • I 

138 139 The Q-value for the reaction Ba(a,t) La is given by Gave and 
. ... 

Wapstra (1972) to be -13.614 + 0.014 MeV. From this value we have determined 

relative Q-values which have, 'an uncertainty of 15 keV. Whenever the mass 

of l39La is accurately measured, all these Q-values will be known. Until' 

then ·they have an uncert:ai~ty of 15 keV" 
-) , 

Since the masses Qf the light, nuclei are known with negligible . , 
o ~. 3 

uncer~ainty, on~ can obtain the Q-vaLue for <,He,d) reaction if the Q-value. 

of (a,t) reaction is known. ~e proton separat~on energies for 139La are 

given by S(P) = Q(a,t) + 19815 keY a~d 

S(P) c'Q(3He ,d) + 5494 k~V. 

~Q(a,t) Q(3He ,d) ·.5494-19815 keY 

, .,. -14321 keV. 
. , 

We received th~:latest issue of Atomic and Nuclear Dat~ Tables Vol. 19, 
. ~ 

No.3, 1977, with new Q-values, while this ~ork was in the process of being 

c.omple'ted. I t ,was decided that, the' results from. the pre,$ ent work should be 
\. ., -' .' 

co~pared ~ith t~e ~ost recent Q-values for the reactions. See Table 11.4. 
- , 138 'I' 

In terms of the ~ew Q-value for the reaction Ba(a.t) 39La , one may give 
135 136 I 

the rela~ive 9-value for the reaction Ba(apt) La to be 14.418 ~ 0.007 MeV. 

" 
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The uncertainties in the masses of 139 La and 138La are duc co the uncertainty 
~ 

b1in the B 139 
end-poin~ energy of Ba decay,S keV. Also, the unce~tainty 

135 in the mass of . La is drastically reduced from 120 keV to 11 keV. It 

. is not known yet· how the uncertainties have been reduced . 

. 3 -' 
11.7 (He,d)/(a,t) Cross-section Ratios 

The (a,t)-reaction cross-sections, ~ 17 Mev,1 are an order of magnitude 

3 . 
smaller than the ( He ,d) cross-sections, at 24 MeV. Also ·the cross-"Sections 

.) 

are functions of the Q-values or tpe excitation energies. The interesting 

and useful feature of these reactions~is that they.favour different t-v~lues. 
. 3 

The (o,t) reaction cross-sec~ion is largest for !~5 and 4, whereas the ( He,d) . . 

reaction is biased in populating t=O and 2. fhis is due to the large 

diffe~ence between the angular momentum carried by the incoming a particle 

and theroutgoing triton. 

Exploiting the above pr~perties of these proton transfer reactions. . . 
, 3' • 

one is tempted to take the ratio of ( He,d) to (o,t) cross-sections, 

theoretic~lly calculated by using the'code DWUCK 4 
.~ 

(the optical model para-

meters are given in Table~ 11.2 and 11.3) and generate a set 6~rves for 

~=O. 2, 4 ana,5 by plotting the ·ratios of the cro~-sections aga~n~tlthe 

Q-values of the reactions. The optical' model parameter~ for (a,t) 

reacti~n are given by Burke and l.Jaddington, 1972. One spectrum of each 

.;, reaction is requ'ired - the ,angles do not hav,e td be the sam~ both the 

reactions. The (3He ,d) and (a,t) reactions have to be normalized·suitably 

before the ratios of the peak areas can be plotted against ·the appropriate 
. 

excitation energ>" This should, in principle, immediately indicate the 

~-value for that state. 

This method of obtaining £-values would be fine where the proton is 
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Table II.4 

The measured differences in Q-va1ues 

........ 

Q-va1ues (keV) * Q-value differences (keV) 

Reaction Gove, & Wapstra Wapstra & Bos Gove & Wapstra Wapstra & Bos Islam. 7his Work 

13BB ( ) 139L a Cl,t a -13614(14) -13567 (5) 

137 B ( ) 138L (a) a Cl,t a -13780(14) -13734(5) 166 167 17~(2) 

,.- ~-

136Ba (Cl,t)137La (b) -14190 (sys't) -14294(syst) , 
135B ( )136L (c) -14360(70) -14364(70) aCl,t a 

. 

t3 
727 713(3) '711(3) 

797 851(4) 

134B ( )1351 (d) a Cl.t a ,-14660(20) -1"4822(11) 1046 1255 1268 (3) 

138 139 * These va1uesrepresent the Q-va1ue for Ba(a,t) La minus the Q-value for the stated reaction. 

'" r The sources from which the lanthanum masses were taken: 

(a) Ghid1ey (1958) 
" 

(b) Systema tics 

(c) Girgis (1959) . 
(d) Mor1nobu (1965) ) 

Wapstra and Gove (1971) 

Wapstra and Bos (1977) give the Q-values for (a,t) reactions on La isotopes in t~rms of the 

proton separ·ation energy (Sp). 

l:'o. 
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transferred to an even-even target to" form an odd-A residual nucleus, 

because, the conservation of angular momentum and parity require a single 

£-value contribution (Lu and Alford 1971). But complications arise when 

. 136 
this technique is applied to odd-odd nuclei, such as La, due to the 

fact that the same state can be populated by two £-va1ues via t~O+2 or 
,. 

£=2+4. The regions between t=4 and £a2 or £=2 and £=0 are highly'non-

linear~ because, the cross-section is much larger for a lower i then for 

a higher one. Therefore, a small admixture ~=2 in £=4 would move the 

position of the point away from i~4 curve. The same thing is true when 

there is ~=O present in i=2. Macphail~nd Summers'-Gill (1976) were the ,. .. -.... ~ 
first ones to apply this method successfully to the odd-odd nucleus 

l44pm . 

Some nuclear physicists are reluctant to accept results obtained in 

this fashion. This technique would helve to provide> the accurate determin-

ation of admixtures of different £-values and give unambiguous results to 

prove its validity, at least as far as the odd-odd nuclei are concerned. 

Nevertheless, this method is so simple and attractive that one is encouraged 

to explore the possibilities. 

3 In the ~ame experiment, He and a .beams" were used on three barium 

isotopes, keeping all the experiment~l conditions the same. 134Ba • 135Ba 

d 138B d bid 45° d i an a targets were use to 0 ta n euteron spectra at an tr ton 

spectra at 50°. The choice of the angles was based on the followi~g 

criteria: 

(i) minimum interference from the light impurities, 

(ii)' the cross-section should not vary ~pidly, and 

(iii) the cross-section should nOt be small. 

The t-values of certain stro~gly populated states in 135La and 139~a 
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are known from previous works. Six levels from l39 La and three from 

135 
La were chosen - not all the levels were strongly populated in both 

the reactions. The ratios of the cross-sections for these n~ne states 

of known t-values were obta'ined and the family of curves which were 

generated by calculating the ratio of the theoretical cross-sections was 

best fi~ted to them .. Unfortunately, the ground state of 139La which' is 

populated by i ~4 lies closer to the curve ~~5 than to t=4. The ratios 
p 

of the cross-sections for twenty~ourstates of 136La were obtained and are 
, 

plotted against their excitation energies in Fig. 11.6. The ratio for th~ 

139 I 136 
La state at 1420 keV which is present in the La spectra, did not 

coincide with the ratio which was measured separately .• Therefore, all the 

135 ratios obtained with 'the Ba target were multiplied by a factor (~0.77) 

to'make those two points coincide. 

3 Due to insufficient resolution in ( He,d) spectrum, it was not possjble 

to extract peak areas accurately. As a result, many ratios seem to lie 

in the region between 1=4 or 1=5. Obviously, they are either 1=4 or l~5, 

because these i-values cannot mix. 

136 As mentioned earlier, the ground state of La is populated by 1 02 
p 

and so are the first two ~xcited states. The next triplet from 140 keV 

to 173 keV is populated by 1 =4. Again, the 257 keV state 1s populated by 
p 

i ~2. The next state 303 is believed to be populated by 1 ~4. From here 
p p 

on uP. until excitation of ~800 keV all the states (10 in all) are populated 

by t -2, ,2+4 or 0+2 t we have n9 way of being quantitative in our analys.is 
p ( 

from the ratio method. Then we have. a state at 972 keY which is probably 

t =4. also the next state (1006 keV) has ~ =5. The cross-section of the 
p p 

next state (1028 keV) could not be obtained from the C3He,d) spectrum, 

which is also populated by 1 -5. The n~xt two states are 1 =5 at excitation 
p p 

.. 
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energies of 1076 and 1114 keY. For the rest of the states, not much can 

be said. Table 111.2 lists all the £ values obtained either in this way 
p 

3 
or from the ( He,d) angular distributions. 

A remark should be made concerning the determination of the i-values 

of the states which are populated by tp=5; it is evident that none of the 

methods, the angular distributions and the (3He ,d)/(u,t) cross-section 

ratios, give satisfactory results. This is mainly due to the' fact that 

3 both techniques involve the ( He,d) reaction which has~~onsiderably higher 

, cross-sections for £.p=2 or ip=O than for ip-=5. The higher level density -,-
• I 

bey<;>nd excitation energies of 1 MeV"makes it diffi'cult to obtain the 

cross-sections for the states populated by tp=5. Fortunately a very 

favourable situation exists in the (0, t) reaction where the- cross-s,ection 

for t p=5 is considerably higher than other 1 transfers, which provides an 

opportunity to confirm the experimen~al1y determined l't~sults nnd tent a-

tively assign 1~5 values. One may refer to Fig. 11.5. 

\ 
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1 
Fig. 1I.6 

The (3He ,d)/(o,t) cross-section ratios. ,The cross-sections for the 

.deuteron spectrum are taken at 45° while those for the triton are measured 

at 50°. The solid curves are generated by using the DWBA calculations for 

a number of Q-values. They are renormalized as a family to fit the ratios-

139 of the nine states of known £-values. Six of these states belong to La 

and the remaining three to l35La . 
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Chapter II I 

DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter we presented the experimental data and discussed 

the problems encountered in extracting conclusive information. The main 

problems were the high level density, the poor resolut ion and the background. 

However, ~-values have been determined for at least half of the levels. Both 

of the methods, the 3 
( H~, d) angular distributions and the 3 ( He, d) / (a , t) ratios, 

• 
were useful in determining some of the t -values, but they had their limitations. 

p 

In, the case of the angular distributions, it was very difficult to get the cross-

sections for the same states at many angles. In the ratio method, the (a,t) 

cross-sections of the levels beyond ~1200 keV faIl very rapidly. 

In this chapter we attempt to justify the tentative spin assignments for 

both the positive and negative parity states. This has been done on the basis 

of the amplituqe factor (2J
S
+l).- A comparison of 136L~ with its neigh~ouring 

nuclei is also made, to show how much our expectations came true. In conclusion, 

the presence of an isomer is discussed and a few speculations are made. 

II!.l Provisional Spin Assignments 

lI1.la The Low-lying Positive Parity States 

It is expected that the simple shell model shou1d adequately describe 

the low-lying levels. Although there should be 12 positive parity states only 8 

of them would be populated in the proton transfer reaction in the absence 

of configuration mixing among the levels. 

The ground state spin' has been determined 'from S+decay (Girgis et a1., 

+ 1959) and it was found to be 1. On the basis of (2J
B
+l) the first and 
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·f + second excited states appear to be 2 dud 3 respectively. We think that 

the third. fourth and fifth excited states are populated by From 

their intensities in the (a,ti reaction, we tentatively assign 3+, 5+ Hnd 

2+ to be their spins and parities, respectively. 

There are two 1/ states still 'lo be accounted for'. We know that the . 
level at 257 keV Is populated by 9.. -2. ttferefore it is the most 1 ikely 

p 

+ candidate for spin 4. Its strength is only 67% of what it should be 

leaving the remaining 33% to be accounted for. There is no single state 

that can carryall this left ove'r strength. The other 1,+ state arising 

. -1 
from (IT}.&7/2'v 2d)/2) configuration is at 304 keV. 'I\&.a1n it carries little 

more ~han 40% of the strength - the state at 972 keV carries slightly less 

than 50% of the strength. We c&nnot say anything about the rest of the 

strength. This accounts for all the J = 1+, 2+, 3+. 41
• 5+ arising from , 

-1 
the configurations (n2d S/ 2 'v 2d 3/ 2) anJ 

. 
uration mixings involving v3s~}2. 

The Negative Parity States 

We would e:xpect to observe four !,trollgly populalt.-d negative parity 

states formed bY' the coup~ing of ~, hil /? proton to the d3 / 2 neutron hole 

giving J=4-, 5-, &- and 7~. It is very difficult to assign the spins for 

such high spin states on the basis ot the amplitude fact"or. Because tHei r 

statistical weights are in the propo,"t,iun 9f 9:11:13:1) which means that 

only a 15% change in jntensity changes the ~pin. ,J/' 

The first negative parity state is encountered at an excitation energy 

of 1006 keV. There seems to be two more levels right after t~e first one 

at excitation energies of 1016 keV and 1028 keV. It is hard to judge 

whether there are actually two states or just one, hut the program SPECTR 

is treating it as two. It makes more sense to treat them QS one peak with 
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both the intensities added together. The next state has en~rgy 1076 keY 

and it has the least intensity of till' four. TIlt' last state is the 

strongest of all and its energy is 1114 keV. 

Considering the strengths of the last two states one is u'mpred to 

assign t,he spins 4 to the level with energy 107& keY and 7 to the state 

of excitation energy 1114 keY. If the adding of the intensities of the 

c:r " two levels, 1016 keY and 1028 keY, is correct then one might assign the 
-, 

spin to be 6-. Then the 1006 keY state would have a 5 spin. 

These spin assignments have a more qualitattve basis than quanti-

tative one. All the spin assignments of the negative paritY'states are 

to be taken as suggestive. To be certain about the spins of these states, 

one requires better experimental data. Of course~ the information from 

other experiments would also be valuable. Sfe Table 111.2. 

111.2 136La and the Neighbouring Odd-A Nuclc! 

, 136 
On comparing the str;'ucture of La with its neighhoul'ing odd-A La 

135 13 7 isotopes I.e. La and La; we Cdn say that till' low-lying states are 

. 135 
\"" more like La ePd the negative parity proton states (h

11
/2) [Ire loc<Hed 

'i • 137 
at similar excitation energies as in the case of La. 

-f\s expected, the ground state is populated by R. "2 1'1Ild so are th~~ 
.... P 

135 first and second excited states. La has [I state at ~120 kpV populated 

136 by 2. p"'4; 'in La the strong £p .. 4 states are found at excitation energies 

fro[l\ '\.140 to "'173 keV. Qne more interesting cotuparison shows that ,in 

13SLa , a state ("'300 keY) has ambiguous spin 1/2~ or 3/2+ and, in 136La a 

state ("'333 keY) is believed to be populated by £p~0+2. 

Also, the location of the pr6ton hll/2 state in IJ7La is very similar 

to the first proton negative parity state, in fact within experimental 
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uncc[ ta lnty they h.lve the same energy. 

From l35 Ba and 137Ce • which have (lh~~/2) neutron stgte at 268 keY 

and 254 keY, l\.espectively. we s.J':.ssed the location of the neutron h'ole 

136 / . ..,) 
states in La to be around 260 keV. The existence of an isomer (discussed 

in the next sub-s~ction) strongly suggests the presence of the negative 

parity neutron hole stales in the very low-lying region. The comparison 

is summarized in Table 111.1. 

111.3 The Presence of an Isomer in 136La 

Now we discuss the possibility of the presence of a negative parity 

state in the deep low-lying energy region. 

It has been mentioned in the introduction that y-spectro~copy yields 

much better resolution which is highly desirable in the studies of odd-odd 

136 136 136 . 
nuclei e.g. La. Therefore. ~a(p,ny) La experiments have been carTied 

out at various proton bombarding energies ranging from 7.5 to 1 •• 2 MeV. Twu 

Ge(Li) detectors, 50 c.~. and 14 c.c. were used to delect the y's from 

136 La in beam. TIlese ~ere singles experiments. It has b~cn decided that 

coincidence experiment~ should be performeJ in the foreseeable future. An 

isomer of 136~a has been reported by Gritsyna et al. (1966). They measured 
, 

the half-life. of the isumer to be "-110 ~sec and the l'lwrgy of the isolllPr ie 

state to be '\..170 keV which decays to the ground state through a level 

'\..100 kcV. 

1)6 
TIle y spectrum of La shows two lines ",2 keY apart; one at '\..96 keY 

and the other at '\..98 keY. The analysis of these (Piny) experim~nts has 

not been completed yet. Recently pulsed beam (p.n~) experiments have been 

carried out and it has been ascertaibed that the 96 keV line is due to the 

isomer. In an old experiment with a steady beam of lIB on natUTn~ Te target. 

Summers-Gill (1975) observed a line at '\..96 keV. Asain in a subsequent 



Table IILl 

136 A comparison betveen La and ~ts neighbouring odd-A nuclei 

Odd Proton Odd Neutron 

E keV E keV E keV 
X ~ x 

Configuration 139La 
137

La 13SLa Configura tion 
136

La Configuration 135Ba 137 Ce 

1T2d S/ 2 
166 10 0 

-1 
1I2dS/2tv2d3/2 .(0) 

-1 
v2d 3/2 

0 0 

'11'187/2 0 0 120 
-1 

1I1g7/2tv2d3/2 (140) 

-1 
1T2dS/ 2 ·v3s1 / 2 

-1 
\)3s1/ 2 221 160 

\. -1 
1T2dS/ 2 ·vlhU / 2 

-1 
vlhU/2 268 254 

'I1'
lhU/2 1418 1005 . 786 -1 

'lTlhll/2,\l2.d3/2 (1006) 

~Tne excitation energies of 136La (shown in parentneses) are the energies of the first member 

of the particular configuration. 

\ 

, 

/' 

\JI 
o 
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experiment with a puJsed beam of lIS on 130~e target, 10 ~sec on and 10 ~sec 
off, they observed; a line ·at 96.3 keY. 

It seems that there are two lines very close tog~ther both very intense 

in (p,ny) reaction so they are transitions between low-lying levels but it . 

is not necessary that they Are decaying to the same state. One of them 

is the 'V96 keV line which is due to the above mentioned ±'so~er.' 

The half-life suggests ,it is an~M2 transition which involves the d~cay of 
" 

, -1 
a negative parity state-presumably a hll/2 netitron state which would not be 

populated in the proton trans fer reac tion. However, the presence of .the 

neutron hole statec around such low excitation energies is Rtill a mystery. 
1 , . 

We think toat the isomer is decaying from a level at ~140 keY to 
, .-

the state at ~45 keY. That would account for the ~96 keV.lines in y-ray 

studies. But the ob~erved 140 keY state is populated by £p=4 an~ the parity is 

positive. We are ldokin'g for a high spin state of negative parity - we 

know where· the pl;oton negati.ve parity states are,- henC'e, jt has to bE.> a 
? 

neutron hole negative parity ~ate which lies around ~140 keY that we can-

not observe. But as mentioned earlier' we would expec.t lhese states to 'be 

around 260 keY. 

Another possibility seems to be pLausible; there is a state very close 

to 140 keY which is fed by th~ isomer, which decays to thp level at 45 keY. 

Further 'coincidence experimen ts are requ ire.d to sol ve ll)is ~ys tery • 

1 ... 
., 

'. 

0, " 

, . 
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Table 111.2 . 

~ 

Energies and cross-sections for levels observed in the 

Excitation Energy (keV) 

(3He ,d) • (a,t) 

l 

0±1. 

22 1 

4S 2 

140 4 

159 '4 

173'4 

257 2 

303 3 

323 3 

333 3 

342 4 

403 3 

423 6 . 

436 4 

459 4 

484 4 

500 5 

594 6 

'608 4 

·626 3 

646 3 

704 ~ 

716' 6 

7266 

0±1 

22 1 

45 1 ' 

140 1 

159 1 . 

17,3 2 

241 5 

257' 1 

304 2 

333 2 } 

342 3 

403 2 

418 2a ) 

436 2 

484 2 

543 3a ) 

594 3 

60S 3 

617 3 

629 3 

643,3 

704 3 

716 3 

726 3 
} 

13SBa~3He,d)136La and 135Ba (a,t)136La reactions 

. , 

9-
P 

2 

2 

2 

4 

(4) 

4 
' .. 
>. 

2 

4 

(0+2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(4) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

, J 

, 

j' 

Differenriar Cross-section (~b/sr) 
3 ' 

250 (~e;d) 58 (a,t) 

61.0±3.2 

94.4 4.0 

151.0 5.0 

23.7 2.0 

'27.1 2.1 

13.0 1.5 

172.0 5.4 

11.6 1.4 

10.9 1.4 

32.4 2.3 

7.6 1.1 

34.2 2.4 

4.4 0.9 

'~2 0.8 

22.3'~.0 
I 

9.8 1.3 

7.9 1.2 

31.4 2.3 

7.5 1.1 

10.8 1.4-

10.3 1. 3 

2.8 0.7 

" 

." 
22. 2±1. 0 

34. 1 1 ~ 0 

48.7 1. 2 

21.61.t 

33.7 1. 5 

16.4 1. 3 

44.6 L 2 

11.1 0.5 

11.7 1.0 

4.4 0.6 

3.10 . .5, 

2.5 0.4 

3.9 0.4 

1.8 a.l, 

2.3 0.4 

6.2 0.6 

1.2 0.4 

2.1-. 0.4 ' 

1.3 0.4 

1.10.4 
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Table 111.2 (continued~ 

Excitation Energy (keVr Differential Cross-se~tion (~b/sr) 
3 (a, t) ( He,d) . l , JlT 250 (3He ,d) SOo(a,t) 

p 

754±4' (2) O. 6±0. 2 
• 

774±5 774±4 (2) B.4±1.2 1. 5±0. 3 

'798 5 798 3, (2) 15.4 1.6 2.B 0.3 

832 5 832 3 14.5 1.6 2.2 0.4 

880 5 9.7 1.3 

907 6 906 3 17.7 1.7 2.0 0.4 

966 5 972 2 4 (~)+ 38.5 2.5 12,.8 2.0 

988 8 999 3 25.5 2 .. 1 10.1 2.1 . 
1006 4 1006 2 5 (5) 56.5 3.1 36.6 2.8 

\ 

1016 2 

1027 5 Y0282 

(5) 
(6) 

18.0 2.4 
} 

5 34.6 2.4 19.9 2.4 ., 
1047 4 1042' 4 (0) 34.8 2.4 6.0 3.0 

-1072 6 1076 3 (5) (4 ) 47.6 2.8 32.2 1. 5 
- ~ 

1l1~ 5 1114 3 (5) (7 ) 61.2 3.3 43.2 2.0 

1122 5 25.3 2.1 

1148 6 1155 4 

} 1165 4 1165 4 

, 1180 4 1180 4 

32.2 2.3 5.2 1.2 

(0+2) 38.7 2.5 2.2 0.5 

47.1 2.8 > 3.7 0.4 

1207 6 1200 5 23.6 2.0 1.3 0.3 

1220 7 11.5 1.4 

1244 5 1247 6 

} 1255 7 1257 6, 

1270 5 

11.5 1.4 1.4 0.3 

(0+2) 1B.7 1.8 f.2 0.4 

6.7 1.1 
~ 

1300 8 I 16.4 1.6 I 

1320 6 

1345 6 . .( 

11.0 1.4 

1 34.8 2.4 
t 

1362 6 30.1 2.3 
, , 
I 
j 

137,5 6 .. 36.1 2.5 , 
1404 6 16.4 1.7 

,\ 
.; 

1424 6 

1446 5 

11.9 1.4 

21.2 1.9 l 

,. j 
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Table III. 2 (continued) 

Excitation Ener-gy (keV) Differential C~oss-section (~b/sr) 
3 (0, t) JlI' 25° 3 50° (att) ( 'He,d) .9- ( He,d) 

p 

1458±5 25.2±2.1 

1471 5 10.6 1.3 
<, 1500 5 20.7 1.9 

1557. 5 32.6 2.3 

1570 4 43.0 2.7 

1593 5 15.8 1.6 

1644 6 25.5 2.1 

1686 6 26.7 2.1 

1707 3 31.7 2.3 
... 

1745 4 22.0 1.9 

a) Most probably these levels are due to 
135 ' 

La. 

\ 

'C-
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SUMMARY 

136 The properties of some of the low-lying stat~s of La have been" studied .. ,.--

It has been ascertained that simple shell. model configurations can account for, 

some of the experi~enta~iy investigated :ev~s. At ,present, no other information 

136 is available concerning the structure of La. The y-ray studies are being 

carried out, which will complement this work and provide better understanding 

of the structure of 136La • 
3 . 

The ( He,d) reaction was utilized to determine some of the £-values from 

the angular distribution'~nalysis in terms of DW~A calculations. An alternate 

3 technique was utilized to obtain tKe £-values from the ratios of ( He,d) to 

(a,t) cross-section~. The applicability of this technique might prove to be , 

useful for other odd-odd nuclei. 

The forehand knowledge of the JlT of the ground state of 1361.a nnd the 

determination of the £-values from either one of the above mentioned methods 

provided the opportunity to tentatively assjgn spins to the fjrst eight reasoIl-

ably strongly populated states on the basis of 2J+1 rule. AJso, the proton 

negative parity states were easily recognized from the (a,t) reaction. 

11 The pulsed beam (p,ny) and ( B,Sny) experiments have confirmed the exis-

tence of an isomeric state (~96 keY) due to an M2 transition involving a 

negative parity state due to a neutron hole configuration. 

The (a,t) reactibns on mixtures of barium isotope targets wer~ llseful in 

134 <- 135 
making accurate determinatic;m of differences of Q-values bfor the Ba(o., t) La, 

135B ( ) 136L d 135B ( t) l37L" a a,t a an a a, a 

i 138BaC·a,t)139La. the react on 
" 

/ . 

~ 

. , 
reactiops in terms of the known Q-value of 
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